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About This Game

You’re in the midst of final wedding preparations when your husband-to-be gets caught up in what looks like a murder plot! Is
he guilty of betrayal – or even worse? From Mad Head comes the anticipated second game in the Cadenza series! This game

features an impressive soundtrack designed by a composer/game designer, interactive HOPs, and more.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Has the Black Widow truly been stopped? Only the bonus game will tell!
Get the great jazz soundtrack, screensavers, and concept art

Replay the mini-games as often as you like
Check out the comprehensive Strategy Guide

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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The best game I've ever played in my entire life.. Amazing Soundtrack ^^
Thanks so much for this gem!. This game is awesome, because this game really annoying and stress me up
I hate this game rules, when i pause, when i touch my mouse, and GAME OVER. An incredibly surreal and odd experience. I'm
just glad that things like it get made.. If u like the D&D saga with all his features this game is what you are looking for. The
most exciting adventure type is the cooperative mode that allows you to form questing group and exp togheter. Highly
recommended for D&D lovers.. Got Richard to launch a tactical nuke at the YouTube Convention.

10/10. I really quite like this, as a fan of the original Weird Worlds games it was good to see the series back after a fairly long
hiatus.

This is a coffee break game about space exploration where you will encounter new races, build up a fleet, trade and fight battles
(Though I recommend running away unless you have strong fleet). Each session is over fairly quickly, making it a good game
for when you just want something quick. It very much has that Star Strek lite kind of feel.. After playing Wolf Tails and
Starlight Vega, Catch Canvas was a huge disappointment coming from Razzart! I am not sure what the difference here is,
because the same writer was also used for other of her games, but I noticed that Unwonted Studios has worked on this game, but
not on the other games from Razz.

In my opinion, the writing was pretty badly done, like a teen trying really hard to make it sexual or something. It was
cringeworthy. Even when the uncle came in the end to check up on them, his character was horrible and over the top, didn't
seemed believable and seemed like a creep.
Also the other characters seemed over the top as well, some scenes were made sexually on purpose, but with no reasoning. One
girl is literally spying on the other girls when they're naked or taking a bath or another form that might be seen as sexual, which
is pretty creepy. And when she is confronted with it to stop, she will not stop and keep doing it anyway. One time you are even
taking a bath and you notice her and then make moan noises on purpose to turn her on, because apparently you like it. Another
time you are the one spying on the other girl. It is displayed as some normal behaviour and the girl that you're spying on is
playing with you as well.
Then there is this other girl that wants to draw manga and you teach her to draw proper manga, but she is always lying on the
bed sexually when you want to help her, half naked or whatever.

Now I wanna comment on the features that have been mentioned in the game description:

Interactive choices that change the result of the game
Not true. You can do whatever you want and it will change nothing in the story. The only choice you truly have is in the
end which of those girls you actually want to be "together".
Can you help the girls finish their paintings before the deadline?
They will finish their paintings whatever you do. You could be a total \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to
them and they will still finish it and even date them. It can never backfire.. One of the best co-op VR games out there..
A $1 ticket for a one way trip to nostalgia, SOLD!
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This Game Is So Fun!. I bought this game a bit randoly and I am very happy about my choice! The story is quite entertaining!
Some puzzles are a bit odd to figure out sometimes, but overall it's a good game. For once, the camera in this point-and-click
game isn't a bother.. Ever wanted to go to the arcade, but weren't able to for some reason?

Pierhead Arcade is a great way to go to your own on demand, virtual boardwalk arcade.

As of the time of this review, there are several games you can play.

My personal favorites are skeeball, and those little prize crane games that you know are rigged to hell.

It's incredibly realistic and the sense of presence is amazing. You can play multiple arcade games like shooting gallery, skeeball,
whack a mole (Dinosaur in this case), and shoot out (Baskeballs). There are more but at the moment I cant remember what
they're called. Compete with your friends on the leaderboards. Play games to win tickets. Spend $400 in virtual quarters (No
real money here, you have infinite virtual quarters) on a prize crane game to win not a damn thing! (+1 realism point).

I suck at virtual skeeball just as much as I do real skeeball!

The background audio could be reworked, as after a while you start to notice the repeating sounds.

The visuals are pretty good, although they could use improvement. Outside the arcade its like the world had been visited by the
langoliers and eaten everything inside. Total void.

8/10, would recommend. Pretty good for an early access VR title.. I literally have no idea what to do. Please help.
But for 59cents i guess it's okay.. Pros:
- Fun fighting mechanics
- Quite a bit of content
- The character models are very well modelled in the sense of quality, not realism of course
- Animations are extremely impressive for a game at this level
- Quality in general exceeds what a game of this level should

Cons:
- Despite it being fun fighting mechanics, nothing else to the game really exists. If you aren't a hack and slash fan, it's not for
you
- Content while alot, aren't necessarily long missions. Just alot. The game does have alot of extras though. Also a ridiculous
amount of costumes and cosmetic options
- While animation is great. The thing this game did wrong with it becomes extremely apparent in the completion of a mission.
The game wasn't made with a flowing animated character. But with 60 animated stills for a characters animations per second. So
when playing at 60 frames per second and you finish a fight that's not a fight against another main character. The characters
move in slow motion and you start getting the character moving at come really choppy low framerate while the rest of the game
is running 60fps. It's pretty bad and catches my eye every single time.

Technicals to note: (technicals aren't the same as flaws to me personally so i separate them
- If you use Ultra wide like 21:9 or more. You have to play borderless to get your proper 1080p.1440p etc without stretching.
That being noted, no it doesn't natively support ultrawide resolutions and I don't edit code so I don't know how well it would
work with a modification.
- 4K in screens lower than 4K definitely needs a mod, it doesn't max at screen size sadly
- While a quit game option always being available is a plus to me. I think having a quit game option right at the bottom of every
menu's bad. I've accidentally quit the game entirely because of this multiple times.
- Like every game some flaws exist. For me the one to note that I've seen is during Shinobi transformations, the game may glitch
and the clothes never come off during the animation, but the censor lights come while clothes are still on. Looke weird but the
scene where the clothes start appearing, the clothes will be completely on right at the beginning of the scene. Ultimately
defeating the purpose of watching it. But I skip it so Generally I don't have any in game issues apart from that.
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Final pieces
- Intimacy mode is in this. It literally isn't anything I care for. Did the one achievement and really shook my head the whole
time. It's a pointless mode that's pretty disturbing to me personally.
- To the ones that may want to do this for some reason. Turning off damaged clothes in the story in the menu doesn't do what
you may think. As I have family that walks in the room randomly. I don't care if they see the game. But I prefer to cut back a bit
so I expected it to just have during the scenes, undamaged clothes. They'll be wearing the full costumes even after being stripped
naked unlike Estival. But what it does, which is surprising to me. It completely removes the ability to damage clothes and strip
characters naked. I like it as I don't really care whether or not the characters are stripped. I skip the scene to continue playing if
possible so it's stopping the break sequence for main characters. The minions still strip to underwear though

Games a yes if you like hack and slash. Or you just bought for lust purposes. No judgement here. But if that's the case, this is
heavily toned down as opposed to Estival
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